
 S No Word Parts of 
Speech

Meaning Usage

EASY
1 Accept noun consent to receive or undertake (something offered). He accepted a pen as a present
2 Actor noun a participant in an action or process. employers are key actors within industrial relations
3 Address noun the particulars of the place where someone lives or an organization is situated. they exchanged addresses and agreed to keep in touch

verb speak to (a person or an assembly). she addressed the open-air meeting
4 Album noun a blank book for the insertion of photographs, stamps, or pictures. the wedding pictures had pride of place in the family album
5 Always adverb at all times; on all occasions. the sun always rises in the east
6 Angry adjective feeling or showing strong annoyance, displeasure, or hostility; full of anger. an angry customer

7 Animal noun a living organism that feeds on organic matter, typically having specialized sense 
organs and nervous system and able to respond rapidly to stimuli.

wild animals adapt badly to a caged life

adjective relating to or characteristic of animals. the evolution of animal life
8 Answer noun a thing that is said, written, or done as a reaction to a question, statement, or 

situation.
he knocked and entered without waiting for an answer

verb say or write something as a reaction to someone or something. ‘Of course I can,’ she answered
9 Arm noun each of the two upper limbs of the human body from the shoulder to the hand. she held the baby in her arms

10 Assembly noun a group of people gathered together in one place for a common purpose. an assembly of dockers and labourers

11 Badge noun a small piece of metal, plastic, or cloth bearing a design or words, typically worn to 
identify a person or to indicate membership of an organization or support for a 
cause.

the badge of the Cheshire Regiment

verb mark with a badge or other distinguishing emblem vendors can badge their products ‘certified’
12 Balloon noun a small coloured rubber bag which is inflated with air and then sealed at the neck, 

used as a child's toy or a decoration.
the room was festooned with balloons and streamers

verb swell out in a spherical shape. the trousers ballooned out below his waist
13 Banyan noun an Indian fig tree, the branches of which produce wide-ranging aerial roots which 

later become accessory trunks.
 the banyan tree has long roots

14 Beggar noun a person, typically a homeless one, who lives by asking for money or food. poor little beggars

verb reduce (someone) to poverty. why should I beggar myself for you?
15 Begin verb perform or undergo the first part of (an action or activity). Peter had just begun a life sentence for murder
16 Belt noun a strip of leather or other material worn, typically round the waist, to support or 

hold in clothes or to carry weapons.
he tightened his leather belt an extra notch
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verb hit (someone or something) hard. she belted him over the head with her racquet
17 Bench noun a long seat for several people, typically made of wood or stone. a park bench

verb exhibit (a dog) at a show. Affenpinschers and Afghans were benched side by side
18 Berth noun a ship's allotted place at a wharf or dock the vessel had left its berth

verb moor (a ship) in its allotted place. they planned to berth HMS Impregnable at Portsmouth
19 Bill noun a printed or written statement of the money owed for goods or services. the bill for their meal came to £17

verb list (a person or event) in a programme. they were billed to appear but did not show up
20 Biology noun the study of living organisms, divided into many specialized fields that cover their 

morphology, physiology, anatomy, behaviour, origin, and distribution.
human biology

21 Blade noun the flat cutting edge of a knife, saw, or other tool or weapon. cut cleanly using a sharp blade
verb skate using Rollerblades. she loves to run, bike, blade, and explore the city

22 Blank adjective  unrelieved by decorative or other features; bare, empty, or plain. a blank wall
noun a space left to be filled in a document. leave blanks to type in the appropriate names
verb make (something) blank or empty. electronic countermeasures blanked out the radar signals

23 Blanket noun a large piece of woollen or similar material used as a covering on a bed or 
elsewhere for warmth.

I slept on the ground covered by my blanket

adjective covering all cases or instances; total and inclusive. a blanket ban on tobacco advertising
verb cover completely with a thick layer of something. the countryside was blanketed in snow

24 Board noun a long, thin, flat piece of wood or other hard material, used for floors or other 
building purposes.

loose boards creaked as I walked on them

verb get on or into (a ship, aircraft, or other vehicle). we boarded the plane for Oslo
25 Boots noun a sturdy item of footwear covering the foot and ankle, and sometimes also the 

lower leg.
a person employed in a hotel to clean boots and shoes

verb kick (something) hard in a specified direction. he ended up booting the ball into the stand
26 Bottle noun a glass or plastic container with a narrow neck, used for storing drinks or other 

liquids.
he opened the bottle of beer

verb place (drinks or other liquid) in bottles. the wine was bottled in 1997
27 Bread noun food made of flour, water, and yeast mixed together and baked. a loaf of bread

verb coat (food) with breadcrumbs before cooking. bread the chicken and fry it in oil.
28 Breath noun the air taken into or expelled from the lungs. I was gasping for breath
29 Brother noun a man or boy in relation to other sons and daughters of his parents. he recognized her from her strong resemblance to her brother
30 Brush noun an implement with a handle and a block of bristles, hair, or wire, used especially 

for cleaning, applying a liquid or powder to a surface, or arranging the hair.
a shaving brush

verb remove (dust or dirt) by sweeping or scrubbing. we'll be able to brush the mud off easily
31 Bubble noun a thin sphere of liquid enclosing air or another gas. we'd shake up a piece of soap in a tin of warm water and blow bubbles

verb (of a liquid) form rising bubbles of gas or air. a pot of coffee bubbled away on the stove
32 Bucket noun a roughly cylindrical open container with a handle, made of metal or plastic and 

used to hold and carry liquids.
a bucket and spade

verb rain heavily. it was still bucketing down
33 Buffalo noun a heavily built wild ox with backswept horns, found mainly in the Old World tropics. buffaloes are mostly found in asia

verb overawe or intimidate (someone). she didn't like being buffaloed



34 Butterfly noun a nectar-feeding insect with two pairs of large, typically brightly coloured wings 
that are covered with microscopic scales. Butterflies are distinguished from moths 
by having clubbed or dilated antennae, holding their wings erect when at rest, and 
being active by day.

: a social butterfly.

verb split (a piece of meat or fish) almost in two and spread it out flat. butterfly the shrimp using a small sharp knife
35 Calf noun a young bovine animal, especially a domestic cow or bull in its first year. a heifer calf
36 Camera noun a device for recording visual images in the form of photographs, film, or video 

signals.
she faced the cameras

37 Captain noun the person in command of a ship. he found a vessel whose captain was prepared to sign him on
verb be the captain of (a ship, aircraft, or sports team). all the boats are captained by professional sailors

38 Carpet noun a floor covering made from thick woven fabric. the house has fitted carpets throughout
verb cover with carpet. the stairs were carpeted in a lovely shade of red

39 Carrot noun a tapering orange-coloured root eaten as a vegetable. roast lamb with peas and carrots
40 Cartoon noun a simple drawing showing the features of its subjects in a humorously exaggerated 

way, especially a satirical one in a newspaper or magazine.
the minister faced a welter of hostile headlines and mocking cartoons

verb make a drawing of (someone) in a simplified or exaggerated way. she has a face with enough character to be cartooned
41 Catch verb intercept and hold (something which has been thrown, propelled, or dropped). she threw the bottle into the air and caught it again

noun an act of catching something, typically a ball. catch that ball
42 Chance noun a possibility of something happening. there is a chance of winning the raffle

adjective fortuitous; accidental. a chance meeting
verb do something by accident or without intending to. he was very effusive if they chanced to meet

43 Change verb make (someone or something) different; alter or modify. both parties voted against proposals to change the law
noun an act or process through which something becomes different. the change from a nomadic to an agricultural society

44 Chapter noun a main division of a book, typically with a number or title. we will deal with this in chapter eleven
45 Charger a device for charging a battery or battery-powered equipment. a mobile charger
46 Cheat verb act dishonestly or unfairly in order to gain an advantage. she always cheats at cards

noun a person who behaves dishonestly in order to gain an advantage. Trouble broke out in the match when one of the players called a member of the 
other team a cheat.

47 Chicken noun a domestic fowl kept for its eggs or meat, especially a young one. Our hen hatched 12 chickens
adjective cowardly. I was too chicken to go to court

48 Chocolate noun a food in the form of a paste or solid block made from roasted and ground cacao 
seeds, typically sweetened and eaten as confectionery.

a bar of chocolate

49 Choose verb pick out (someone or something) as being the best or most appropriate of two or 
more alternatives.

he chose a seat facing the door

50 Cinema noun a theatre where films are shown for public entertainment. I was weaned on a diet of Hollywood fantasy at my local cinema
51 Classmate noun a fellow member of a class at school, college, or university Trish is taller than most of her classmates.
52 Clever adjective quick to understand, learn, and devise or apply ideas; intelligent. she was an extremely clever and studious young woman
53 College noun an educational institution or establishment, in particular one providing higher 

education or specialized professional or vocational training.
colleges of further education

54 Colony noun a country or area under the full or partial political control of another country and 
occupied by settlers from that country.

Japanese forces overran the French colony of Indo-China

55 Colour noun the property possessed by an object of producing different sensations on the eye 
as a result of the way it reflects or emits light.

the lights flickered and changed colour

verb cause (a person's skin) to change in colour. rage coloured his pale complexion
56 Company noun a commercial business. a shipping company



verb associate with; keep company with. these men which have companied with us all this time
57 Compass noun an instrument containing a magnetized pointer which shows the direction of 

magnetic north and bearings from it.
walkers should be equipped with a map and compass

verb go round (something) in a circular course. the ship wherein Magellan compassed the world
58 Country noun a nation with its own government, occupying a particular territory. the country's increasingly precarious economic position
59 County noun a territorial division of some countries one of the most attractive towns in the county
60 Crayon noun a pencil or stick of coloured chalk or wax, used for drawing. a red crayon

verb draw with a crayon or crayons. Will crayoned a picture on a legal pad
61 Cricket noun an insect related to the grasshoppers but with shorter legs. The male produces a 

characteristic musical chirping sound.
 bush cricket

noun an open-air game played on a large grass field with ball, bats, and two wickets, 
between teams of eleven players, the object of the game being to score more runs 
than the opposition.

a game of cricket

62 Cub noun the young of a fox, bear, lion, or other carnivorous mammal. she was as protective as a tiger with her cubs
verb give birth to cubs. both share the same earth during the first ten days after cubbing

63 Cuckoo noun a long-tailed, medium-sized bird, typically with a grey or brown back and barred or 
pale underparts. Many cuckoos lay their eggs in the nests of small songbirds.

 Cuckoos lay their eggs in other birds' nests.

adjective mad; crazy. people think you're cuckoo
verb take over (the home of a vulnerable person) in order to establish a base for illegal 

drug dealing in the area.
the frightened woman confided to her support worker that her flat had been 
cuckooed by a gang selling drugs

64 Deaf adjective lacking the power of hearing or having impaired hearing. I'm a bit deaf so you'll have to speak up
65 Delete verb remove or obliterate (written or printed matter), especially by drawing a line 

through it.
the passage was deleted

noun a command or key on a computer which erases text. you can use delete to remove a number of lines from your program
66 Dinner noun the main meal of the day, taken either around midday or in the evening.  They held a dinner to celebrate his retirement
67 Dirty adjective covered or marked with an unclean substance. a tray of dirty cups and saucers

verb make dirty. she didn't like him dirtying her nice clean towels
68 District noun an area of a country or city, especially one characterized by a particular feature or 

activity.
a coal-mining district

verb divide into areas. the committee districted the city into blocks
69 Doctor noun a person who is qualified to treat people who are ill. Doctor Thornhill

verb change the content or appearance of (a document or picture) in order to deceive; 
falsif

the reports could have been doctored

70 Dolphin noun a small gregarious toothed whale that typically has a beaklike snout and a curved 
fin on the back. Dolphins have become well known for their sociable nature and 
high intelligence.

dolphins live in water

71 Drama noun a play for theatre, radio, or television. a gritty urban drama about growing up in Harlem
72 Dull adjective lacking interest or excitement. your diet doesn't have to be dull and boring

verb make or become dull or less intense. time dulls the memory
73 Eagle noun a large bird of prey with a massive hooked bill and long broad wings, known for its 

keen sight and powerful soaring flight
American eagles have become leading bullion coin investment .

verb play (a hole) in two strokes under par. he eagled the last to share fourth place
74 Eraser noun a piece of soft rubber or plastic used to rub out something written.  If you draw or write in pencil you can always rub out your mistakes with an 

eraser.



75 Exercise noun activity requiring physical effort, carried out to sustain or improve health and 
fitness.

exercise improves your heart and lung power

verb use or apply (a faculty, right, or process). control is exercised by the Board
76 Faithful adjective remaining loyal and steadfast. throughout his career, he remained faithful to the principles of Classical art

noun those who are faithful to a particular religion or political party. a muezzin called the faithful to prayer
77 Family noun a group of one or more parents and their children living together as a unit. the family lived in a large house with a lot of land

adjective designed to be suitable for children as well as adults. a family newspaper
78 February noun the second month of the year, in the northern hemisphere usually considered the 

last month of winter.
even in February the place is busy

79 Fever noun an abnormally high body temperature, usually accompanied by shivering, 
headache, and in severe instances, delirium.

she had a slight fever

verb bring about a high body temperature or a state of nervous excitement in. a heart which sin has fevered

80 Flesh noun the soft substance consisting of muscle and fat that is found between the skin and 
bones of a human or an animal.

she grabbed Anna's arm, her fingers sinking into the flesh

verb put weight on. he had fleshed out to a solid 220 pounds
81 Flood noun an overflow of a large amount of water beyond its normal limits, especially over 

what is normally dry land.
the villagers had been cut off by floods and landslides

verb cover or submerge (an area) with water in a flood. the dam burst, flooding a small town
82 Flower noun the finest individuals out of a number of people or things. he wasted the flower of French youth on his dreams of empire

verb (of a plant) produce flowers; bloom. Michaelmas daisies can flower as late as October
83 Flute noun a wind instrument made from a tube with holes that are stopped by the fingers or 

keys
flute is a musical instrument

verb speak in a melodious way. ‘What do you do?’ she fluted
84 Forest noun a large area covered chiefly with trees and undergrowth. a pine forest
85 Fork noun an implement with two or more prongs used for lifting food to the mouth or 

holding it when cutting.
noodles are eaten with fork

verb (especially of a route) divide into two parts. the place where the road forks
86 Fridge noun a refrigerator. she put the carton of milk back in the fridge
87 Friend noun a person with whom one has a bond of mutual affection, typically one exclusive of 

sexual or family relations.
she's a friend of mine

verb add (someone) to a list of friends or contacts on a social networking website. I am friended by 29 people who I have not friended back

88 Fruit noun the sweet and fleshy product of a tree or other plant that contains seed and can be 
eaten as food.

tropical fruits such as mangoes and papaya

verb (of a tree or other plant) produce fruit. the trees fruit very early
89 Future noun a period of time following the moment of speaking or writing; time regarded as 

still to come.
we plan on getting married in the near future

adjective at a later time; going or likely to happen or exist. the needs of future generations
90 Garden noun a piece of ground adjoining a house, in which grass, flowers, and shrubs may be 

grown.
they brought us tomatoes from their garden

verb cultivate or work in a garden. she wrote books, kept journals, and gardened
91 Globe noun the earth. goods from all over the globe

verb form (something) into a globe. there, in miniature, the world was globed like a fruit



92 Grade noun a particular level of rank, quality, proficiency, or value. sea salt is usually available in coarse or fine grades
verb arrange in or allocate to grades; classify or sort. the timber is graded according to its thickness

93 Grammar noun the whole system and structure of a language or of languages in general, usually 
taken as consisting of syntax and morphology (including inflections) and 
sometimes also phonology and semantics.

Grammar is the system of a language

94 Grapes noun a berry (typically green, purple, or black) growing in clusters on a grapevine, eaten 
as fruit and used in making wine.

Most grapes are either purple or green

95 Graph noun a diagram showing the relation between variable quantities, typically of two 
variables, each measured along one of a pair of axes at right angles.

 Line graph 

verb plot or trace on a graph. graph a line 
96 Group noun a number of people or things that are located, gathered, or classed together. a group of boys approached

verb put in a group or groups. three chairs were grouped around a table
97 Habit noun a settled or regular tendency or practice, especially one that is hard to give up. he has an annoying habit of interrupting me

verb be dressed or clothed. a boy habited as a serving lad
98 Hair noun any of the fine threadlike strands growing from the skin of humans, mammals, and 

some other animals.
coarse outer hairs overlie the thick underfur

99 Happen verb take place; occur. two hours had passed and still nothing had happened
adverb perhaps; maybe. happen I'll go back just for a while

100 Hear verb perceive with the ear the sound made by (someone or something). behind her she could hear men's voices
101 Heir noun a person legally entitled to the property or rank of another on that person's death. his eldest son and heir

102 Here adverb in, at, or to this place or position. they have lived here most of their lives
exclamation used to attract someone's attention. here, let me hold it

103 Hockey noun a game played on a sports field between two teams of eleven players who each 
have a curved stick

hockey is our national game

104 Holiday noun an extended period of leisure and recreation, especially one spent away from 
home or in travelling

I spent my summer holidays on a farm

verb spend a holiday in a specified place. he is holidaying in Italy
105 Homework noun schoolwork that a pupil is required to do at home. he always helps his daughter with her homework
106 Hospital noun an institution providing medical and surgical treatment and nursing care for sick or 

injured people.
patients are treated in hospitals

107 Hotel noun an establishment providing accommodation, meals, and other services for 
travellers and tourists.

a five-star hotel

108 Hundred noun a subdivision of a county or shire, having its own court. Wantage Hundred
109 Hungry adjective feeling or showing the need for food. I was feeling ravenously hungry
110 Index noun (in a book or set of books) an alphabetical list of names, subjects, etc. with 

reference to the pages on which they are mentioned.
clear cross references supplemented by a thorough index

verb record (names, subjects, etc.) in an index. the list indexes theses under regional headings
111 Insult verb speak to or treat with disrespect or scornful abuse. you're insulting the woman I love

noun a disrespectful or scornfully abusive remark or act. he hurled insults at us
112 Internet noun a global computer network providing a variety of information and communication 

facilities, consisting of interconnected networks using standardized 
communication protocols.

the guide is also available on the internet



113 Invent verb create or design (something that has not existed before); be the originator of. he invented an improved form of the steam engine

114 Kitten noun a young cat. ther are total of five kittens
verb  (of a cat or certain other animals) give birth.

115 Lake noun a large area of water surrounded by land. boys were swimming in the lake
116 Leave verb go away from. she left London on June 6

noun  (in snooker, croquet, and other games) the position in which a player leaves the 
balls for the next player.

he leaves a ball to him

117 Lesson verb a period of learning or teaching. an advanced lesson in maths
verb instruct or teach (someone). Metaneone had beforehand lessoned him what he should say

118 Letter noun a character representing one or more of the sounds used in speech; any of the 
symbols of an alphabet.

a capital letter

verb inscribe letters or writing on. her name was lettered in gold
119 Light noun the natural agent that stimulates sight and makes things visible. the light of the sun

verb provide with light or lighting; illuminate. the room was lit by a number of small lamps
adjective having a considerable or sufficient amount of natural light; not dark the bedrooms are light and airy

120 Little adjective small in size, amount, or degree (often used to convey an appealing 
diminutiveness or express an affectionate or condescending attitude).

the plants will grow into little bushes

 pronoun a small amount of. we got a little help from a training scheme
adverb to a small extent. he reminded me a little of my parents

121 Lucky adjective having, bringing, or resulting from good luck. you had a very lucky escape
122 Lunch noun a meal eaten in the middle of the day, typically one that is lighter or less formal 

than an evening meal.
a light lunch

verb eat lunch he told his wife he was lunching with a client
123 Magic noun the power of apparently influencing events by using mysterious or supernatural 

forces.
suddenly, as if by magic, the doors start to open

adjective having or apparently having supernatural powers. a magic wand
verb move, change, or create by or as if by magic. he must have been magicked out of the car at the precise second it exploded

124 Male adjective of or denoting the sex that produces gametes, especially spermatozoa, with which 
a female may be fertilized or inseminated to produce offspring

male children

noun a male animal or plant. the males have brilliant sky-blue wings
125 Market noun a regular gathering of people for the purchase and sale of provisions, livestock, 

and other commodities.
they wanted to browse around the street market

verb advertise or promote (something). the product was marketed under the name ‘aspirin’
126 Mason noun a person skilled in cutting, dressing, and laying stone in buildings. the chief mason at Westminster Abbey

verb build from or strengthen with stone. the other building was masoned up out of hewn limestone
127 Master noun a man who has people working for him, especially servants or slaves. he acceded to his master's wishes

adjective having or showing very great skill or proficiency. you don't have to be a master chef in order to cook meat properly
verb acquire complete knowledge or skill in (a subject, technique, or art). I never mastered Latin

128 Memory noun the faculty by which the mind stores and remembers information. I've a great memory for faces
129 Minus preposition with the subtraction of. what's ninety three minus seven?

adjective (before a number) below zero; negative minus five
noun a disadvantage. for every plus with this equipment there can be a minus



130 Mirror noun a surface, typically of glass coated with a metal amalgam, which reflects a clear 
image.

he checked his appearance in the mirror

verb (of a surface) show a reflection of. the clear water mirrored the sky
131 Mobile adjective able to move or be moved freely or easily. he has a weight problem and is not very mobile

noun a mobile phone. we telephoned from our mobile to theirs
a decorative structure that is suspended so as to turn freely in the air. brightly coloured mobiles rotated from the ceiling

132 Money noun a current medium of exchange in the form of coins and banknotes; coins and 
banknotes collectively.

I counted the money before putting it in my wallet

133 Monitor noun a device used for observing, checking, or keeping a continuous record of 
something.

a heart monitor

verb observe and check the progress or quality of (something) over a period of time; 
keep under systematic review.

equipment was installed to monitor air quality

134 Month noun each of the twelve named periods into which a year is divided. the first six months of 1992
135 Mouse noun a small rodent that typically has a pointed snout, relatively large ears and eyes, 

and a long tail.
mouse roams around rice grains

a small handheld device which is moved across a mat or flat surface to move the 
cursor on a computer screen.

copy the file with a click of the mouse

verb use a mouse to move or position a cursor on a computer screen. simply mouse over any item on the list
(of a cat or owl) hunt for or catch mice. female cats are usually much better at mousing than males

136 Mouth noun an opening or entrance to a hollow, concave, or enclosed structure. the mouth of a cave
verb take in or touch with the mouth. puppies may mouth each other's collars during play

137 Music noun the written or printed signs representing vocal or instrumental sound. Tony learned to read music
138 Notice noun the fact of observing or paying attention to something. their silence did not escape my notice

verb become aware of. he noticed the youths behaving suspiciously
139 Ocean noun a very large expanse of sea, in particular each of the main areas into which the sea 

is divided geographically.
the Atlantic Ocean

a very large expanse or quantity. she had oceans of energy
140 Offer verb present or proffer (something) for (someone) to accept or reject as desired. may I offer you a drink?

noun an expression of readiness to do or give something if desired. sympathetic offers of help
141 Painter noun an artist who paints pictures. a German landscape painter
142 Paper noun material manufactured in thin sheets from the pulp of wood or other fibrous 

substances, used for writing, drawing, or printing on, or as wrapping material.
a sheet of paper

verb fill (a theatre) by giving out free tickets. surely the theatre could at least have papered the house if the box office was 
looking so poor

143 Paste noun a thick, soft, moist substance typically produced by mixing dry ingredients with a 
liquid.

blend onions, sugar, and oil to a paste

verb coat with paste. when coating walls with fabric, paste the wall, not the fabric
144 Pineapple noun a large juicy tropical fruit consisting of aromatic edible yellow flesh surrounded by 

a tough segmented skin and topped with a tuft of stiff leaves.
roughly chop the pineapples and apricots

145 Planet noun a celestial body moving in an elliptical orbit round a star. no generation has the right to pollute the planet



146 Plant noun a living organism of the kind exemplified by trees, shrubs, herbs, grasses, ferns, 
and mosses, typically growing in a permanent site, absorbing water and inorganic 
substances through its roots, and synthesizing nutrients in its leaves by 
photosynthesis using the green pigment chlorophyll.

there are plenty of plants in our garden

a place where an industrial or manufacturing process takes place. a giant car plant
verb put (a seed, bulb, or plant) in the ground so that it can grow. we planted a lot of fruit trees

set or place in a particular position. he planted himself squarely in front of her
147 Poem noun a piece of writing in which the expression of feelings and ideas is given intensity by 

particular attention to diction (sometimes involving rhyme), rhythm, and imagery.
the sun is an important symbol in this poem

148 Poor adjective lacking sufficient money to live at a standard considered comfortable or normal in 
a society.

they were too poor to afford a telephone

149 Potato noun a starchy plant tuber which is one of the most important food crops, cooked and 
eaten as a vegetable.

roast potatoes

150 Prayer noun a solemn request for help or expression of thanks addressed to God or another 
deity

I'll say a prayer for him

an earnest hope or wish it is our prayer that the current progress on human rights will be sustained

151 Present adjective in a particular place. a doctor must be present at the ringside
existing or occurring now. she did not expect to find herself in her present situation

noun the period of time now occurring. they are happy and at peace, refusing to think beyond the present
152 Print verb produce (books, newspapers, etc.), especially in large quantities, by a mechanical 

process involving the transfer of text or designs to paper.
a thousand copies of the book were printed

noun an indentation or mark made on a surface or soft substance. there were paw prints everywhere
153 Puff noun a light pastry case, typically one made of puff pastry, containing a sweet or 

savoury filling.
a jam puff

a short, explosive burst of breath or wind. a puff of wind swung the weathercock round
verb swell or become swollen. he suddenly sucked his stomach in and puffed his chest out

154 Puppet noun a movable model of a person or animal that is typically moved either by strings 
controlled from above or by a hand inside it.

a puppet show

a person, group, or country under the control of another. a former revolutionary hero who is now a puppet of the state
155 Push verb exert force on (someone or something) in order to move them away from oneself. she pushed her glass towards him

noun an act of pushing someone or something in order to move them away from 
oneself.

he closed the door with a push

156 Raddish noun a swollen pungent-tasting edible root, especially a variety which is small, spherical, 
and red, and eaten raw with salad.

radish and carrot are my favourite vegetables

157 Reach verb stretch out an arm in a specified direction in order to touch or grasp something. he reached over and turned off his bedside light

noun the extent or range of something's application, effect, or influence. he told a story to illustrate the reach of his fame
158 Record noun a thing constituting a piece of evidence about the past, especially an account kept 

in writing or some other permanent form.
you should keep a written record

verb set down in writing or some other permanent form for later reference. they were asked to keep a diary and record everything they ate or drank

159 Reply verb say something in response to something someone has said. he was gone before we could reply to his last remark



noun a verbal or written answer. I received a reply from the managing director
160 Rhyme noun correspondence of sound between words or the endings of words, especially when 

these are used at the ends of lines of poetry.
poetic features such as rhythm, rhyme, and alliteration

verb (of a word, syllable, or line) have or end with a sound that corresponds to another. balloon rhymes with moon

161 Roof noun the structure forming the upper covering of a building or vehicle. the rain woke him, hammering on the roof
verb cover with a roof. the yard had been roughly roofed over with corrugated iron

162 Rural adjective in, relating to, or characteristic of the countryside rather than the town. remote rural areas
163 Scale noun each of the small, thin horny or bony plates protecting the skin of fish and reptiles, 

typically overlapping one another.
fish has tiny scales

 a set of numbers, amounts, etc. used to measure or compare the level of 
something

a fifteen inch scale

verb remove scale or scales from. he scales the fish and removes the innards
164 Screen noun a fixed or movable upright partition used to divide a room, give shelter from 

draughts, heat, or light, or to provide concealment or privacy
the Special Branch man remained hidden behind the screen for prosecution 
witnesses

verb show (a film or video) or broadcast (a television programme). the show is to be screened by the BBC later this year
165 Section noun any of the more or less distinct parts into which something is or may be divided or 

from which it is made up.
I unscrewed every section of copper pipe, from the roof tank to the hot-water 
cylinder

verb divide into sections. she began to section the grapefruit
166 Shape noun the external form, contours, or outline of someone or something. she liked the shape of his nose

verb give a particular shape or form to most caves are shaped by the flow of water through limestone
(of a sports player or athlete) take up a stance or set oneself to perform a 
particular action.

I had plenty of time and shaped to kick to the near touchline

167 Sharp adjective (of an object) having an edge or point that is able to cut or pierce something. cut the cake with a very sharp knife

adverb precisely (used after an expression of time) the meeting starts at 7.30 sharp
noun a musical note raised a semitone above natural pitch.
verb raise the pitch of (a note) by a semitone. if you raise a note by one fret, you have sharped the note

168 Shirt noun a garment for the upper body made of cotton or a similar fabric, with a collar and 
sleeves, and with buttons down the front.

tonight he's smartly dressed in shirt and tie

169 Sketch noun a rough or unfinished drawing or painting, often made to assist in making a more 
finished picture.

a charcoal sketch

verb make a rough drawing of. as they talked, Modigliani began to sketch her
170 Skull noun a bone framework enclosing the brain of a vertebrate; the skeleton of a person's 

or animal's head
he broke his collar bone and fractured his skull

verb hit (someone) on the head. my waking came in drugged stages—I had been skulled
171 Snail noun used in reference to something very slow. he drove at a snail's pace
172 Speech noun the expression of or the ability to express thoughts and feelings by articulate 

sounds.
he was born deaf and without the power of speech

173 Staff noun all the people employed by a particular organization a staff of 600
verb provide (an organization, business, etc.) with staff. legal advice centres are staffed by volunteer lawyers

174 Stage noun a point, period, or step in a process or development. there is no need at this stage to give explicit details
verb style or furnish (a property for sale) in such a way as to enhance its attractiveness 

to potential buyers.
once we've staged the house, we bring in our photographer

175 Stick noun a thin piece of wood that has fallen or been cut off a tree. a long stick



176 Stone noun hard solid non-metallic mineral matter of which rock is made, especially as a 
building material.

the houses are built of stone

verb throw stones at. three vehicles were stoned and torched
177 Story noun an account of imaginary or real people and events told for entertainment. an adventure story

178 Street noun a public road in a city, town, or village, typically with houses and buildings on one 
or both sides.

the narrow, winding streets of Edinburgh

179 Style noun a particular procedure by which something is done; a manner or way. different styles of management
verb design or make in a particular form. the official is styled principal and vice chancellor of the university

180 Sugar noun a sweet crystalline substance obtained from various plants, especially sugar cane 
and sugar beet, consisting essentially of sucrose, and used as a sweetener in food 
and drink.

a spoonful of sugar

verb make more agreeable or palatable. the novel was preachy but sugared heavily with jokes
181 Support verb bear all or part of the weight of; hold up. the dome was supported by a hundred white columns

noun material assistance. the bank provided unstinting financial support
182 Switch noun a device for making and breaking the connection in an electric circuit. the guard hit a switch and the gate swung open

verb change the position, direction, or focus of. the company switched the boats to other routes
183 System verb

a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism or an interconnecting 
network; a complex whole.

the state railway system

184 Task noun a piece of work to be done or undertaken. a new manager was given the task of developing the club's talent
verb assign a task to. NATO troops are tasked with separating the warring parties

185 Teacher noun a person who teaches, especially in a school. a history teacher
186 Temple noun a building devoted to the worship of a god or gods. temple of lord shiva
187 Tennis noun a game in which two or four players strike a ball with rackets over a net stretched 

across a court. The usual form (originally called lawn tennis  ) is played with a felt-
covered hollow rubber ball on a grass, clay, or artificial surface.

a tennis court

188 Textbook noun a book used as a standard work for the study of a particular subject. a science textbook
189 Thought adjective conforming or corresponding to an established standard or type. he had the presence of mind to carry out a textbook emergency descent

190 Ticket noun a piece of paper or card that gives the holder a certain right, especially to enter a 
place, travel by public transport, or participate in an event.

admission is by ticket only

verb issue (someone) with an official notice of a traffic offence. park illegally and you are likely to be ticketed
191 Toilet noun a fixed receptacle into which a person may urinate or defecate, typically consisting 

of a large bowl connected to a system for flushing away the waste into a sewer or 
septic tank.

Liz heard the toilet flush

verb assist or supervise (someone, especially an infant or invalid) in using a toilet. patients were fed and toileted every four hours

192 Tomato noun a glossy red, or occasionally yellow, pulpy edible fruit that is eaten as a vegetable 
or in salad.

a red tomato

193 Tonic noun a medicinal substance taken to give a feeling of vigour or well-being. cough tonic is very helpful
adjective giving a feeling of vigour or well-being; invigorating. a tonic body shampoo

194 Towel noun a piece of thick absorbent cloth or paper used for drying oneself or wiping things 
dry.

a bath towel

verb thrash or beat (someone) they've dragged her off the bus and towelled her up



195 Tower noun a tall, narrow building, either free-standing or forming part of a building such as a 
church or castle.

the south-west tower is a wonderful example of late Gothic

verb rise to or reach a great height. he seemed to tower over everyone else
196 Travel verb go from one place to another, typically over a distance of some length. the vessel had been travelling from Libya to Ireland

noun the range, rate, or mode of motion of a part of a machine. two proximity switches detect when the valve has reached the end of its travel

197 Treat verb behave towards or deal with in a certain way. she had been brutally treated
noun an event or item that is out of the ordinary and gives great pleasure. he wanted to take her to the pictures as a treat

198 Trust noun firm belief in the reliability, truth, or ability of someone or something. relations have to be built on trust
verb allow credit to (a customer). all persons are forbid to trust sailors

199 Umbrella noun a device consisting of a circular canopy of cloth on a folding metal frame 
supported by a central rod, used as protection against rain.

take an umbrella

200 Uniform adjective remaining the same in all cases and at all times; unchanging in form or character. blocks of stone of uniform size

noun the distinctive clothing worn by members of the same organization or body or by 
children attending certain school

airline pilots in dark blue uniforms

201 Watch verb look at or observe attentively over a period of time. Lucy watched him go
noun a small timepiece worn typically on a strap on one's wrist. my watch had stopped

202 Wednesday noun the day of the week before Thursday and following Tuesday. a report goes before the councillors on Wednesday
adverb on Wednesday. see you Wednesday

203 Wolf noun a wild carnivorous mammal which is the largest member of the dog family, living 
and hunting in packs. It is native to both Eurasia and North America, but is much 
persecuted and has been widely exterminated.

a wild wolf

verb devour (food) greedily. he wolfed down his breakfast
204 Zebra noun an African wild horse with black-and-white stripes and an erect mane. zebra is a wild animal
205 Zero verb set the sights of (a gun) for firing the rifle had been zeroed at an elevation of 200

number no quantity or number; nought; the figure 0. figures from zero to nine
Medi
um

 S No Word Parts of 
Speech

Meaning Usage

1 Ability noun possession of the means or skill to do something. the manager had lost his ability to motivate the players
2 Abroad adverb in or to a foreign country or countries. we usually go abroad for a week in May

noun foreign countries considered collectively. servicemen returning from abroad
3 Absent adjective not present in a place, at an occasion, or as part of something. most pupils were absent from school at least once

verb go away or remain away. halfway through the meal, he absented himself from the table
4 Acronym noun an abbreviation formed from the initial letters of other words and pronounced as a 

word
5 Addition noun the action or process of adding something to something else. the hotel has been extended with the addition of more rooms
6 Admission noun a statement acknowledging the truth of something. an admission of guilt

the process or fact of entering or being allowed to enter a place or organization. the evening before her admission to hospital

7 Aeroplane noun a powered flying vehicle with fixed wings and a weight greater than that of the air 
it displaces.

an aeroplane



8 Agriculture noun the science or practice of farming, including cultivation of the soil for the growing 
of crops and the rearing of animals to provide food, wool, and other products.

agriculture is the major sector in our country

9 Alphabet noun a set of letters or symbols in a fixed order used to represent the basic set of speech 
sounds of a language, especially the set of letters from A to Z.

there are 26 alphabets in english language

10 Altitude noun the height of an object or point in relation to sea level or ground level. flight data including airspeed and altitude
11 Ambulance noun a vehicle equipped for taking sick or injured people to and from hospital, especially 

in emergencies.
we called an ambulance

verb convey in an ambulance. he was ambulanced to accident and emergency
12 Anchor noun a heavy object attached to a cable or chain and used to moor a ship to the sea 

bottom, typically having a metal shank with a pair of curved, barbed flukes at one 
end.

the boat, no longer held fast by its anchor, swung wildly

verb moor (a ship) to the sea bottom with an anchor. the ship was anchored in the lee of the island
13 Ankle noun the joint connecting the foot with the leg. Jennie fell downstairs, breaking her ankle

verb walk. we can ankle off to a new locale
14 Apron noun a protective garment worn over the front of one's clothes and tied at the back. a striped butcher's apron

a small area adjacent to another larger area or structure. a tiny apron of garden
15 Article noun a particular item or object. small household articles

a piece of writing included with others in a newspaper, magazine, or other 
publication.

an article about middle-aged executives

verb bind (a trainee solicitor, architect, surveyor, or accountant) to undergo a period of 
training with a firm in order to become qualified.

he was articled to a firm of solicitors in York

16 Assignment noun a task or piece of work allocated to someone as part of a job or course of study. a homework assignment

17 Attention noun notice taken of someone or something; the regarding of someone or something as 
interesting or important.

he drew attention to three spelling mistakes

18 Autumn noun he season after summer and before winter, in the northern hemisphere from 
September to November and in the southern hemisphere from March to May.

the countryside is ablaze with colour in autumn

19 Balcony noun a platform enclosed by a wall or balustrade on the outside of a building, with 
access from an upper-floor window or door.

he glass doors opened on to a balcony with a view of the park

20 Battery noun a container consisting of one or more cells, in which chemical energy is converted 
into electricity and used as a source of power.

a camera battery

21 Beast noun an animal, especially a large or dangerous four-footed one. a wild beast
22 Beautiful adjective pleasing the senses or mind aesthetically. beautiful poetry
23 Belief noun an acceptance that something exists or is true, especially one without proof. his belief in extraterrestrial life

24 Bicycle noun a vehicle consisting of two wheels held in a frame one behind the other, propelled 
by pedals and steered with handlebars attached to the front wheel.

ride a bicycle.

verb ride a bicycle. they spent the holidays bicycling around the beautiful Devonshire countryside

25 Biscuit noun a small baked unleavened cake, typically crisp, flat, and sweet. a chocolate biscuit
26 Blink verb shut and open the eyes quickly. I blinked in astonishment



noun a momentary gleam of light. out on the marshes there was a blink of light
27 Bottom noun the lowest point or part of something. the bottom of the page

adjective in the lowest position. the books on the bottom shelf
verb (of a ship) reach or touch the ground under the sea nuclear submarines cannot bottom

28 Branch noun a part of a tree which grows out from the trunk or from a bough. Sophie was in the branches of a tree eating an apple
verb (of a road or path) divide into one or more subdivisions. follow this track south until it branches into two

29 Brave adjective ready to face and endure danger or pain; showing courage. a brave soldier
noun 1. a North American Indian warrior.
verb endure or face (unpleasant conditions or behaviour) without showing fear. these six men braved the rough seas

30 Bundle noun a collection of things or quantity of material tied or wrapped up together. a thick bundle of envelopes

verb push, carry, or send forcibly, hastily, or unceremoniously. he was bundled into a van
31 Butcher noun a person whose trade is cutting up and selling meat in a shop. a pork butcher
32 Cabbage noun a cultivated plant eaten as a vegetable, having thick green or purple leaves 

surrounding a spherical heart or head of young leaves.
Cabbages with a dark color are good for you.

33 Capture verb take into one's possession or control by force the island was captured by Australian forces in 1914
noun the action of capturing or of being captured. the capture of the city

34 Carriage noun any of the separate sections of a train that carry passengers the first-class carriages
35 Caterpillar noun the larva of a butterfly or moth, which has a segmented wormlike body with three 

pairs of true legs and several pairs of appendages similar to legs.

36 Celebrate verb acknowledge (a significant or happy day or event) with a social gathering or 
enjoyable activity.

they were celebrating their wedding anniversary at a swanky restaurant

37 Centipede noun a predatory myriapod invertebrate with a flattened elongated body composed of 
many segments. Most segments bear a single pair of legs, the front pair being 
modified as poison fangs.

38 Century noun a period of one hundred years. a century ago most people walked to work
39 Certificate noun an official document attesting a fact. an 18 certificate

verb provide with or attest in an official document. the amounts earned have to be certificated by employers
40 Chalk noun a white soft earthy limestone (calcium carbonate) formed from the skeletal 

remains of sea creatures.
a white chalk

verb write or draw with chalk. he chalked a message on the board
41 Champion noun a person who has surpassed all rivals in a sporting contest or other competition. a champion hurdler

verb vigorously support or defend the cause of. he championed the rights of the working class and the poor
adjective excellent. ‘Thank ye, lad,’ the farmer said. ‘That's champion.’

42 Chew verb bite and work (food) in the mouth with the teeth, especially to make it easier to 
swallow.

he was chewing a mouthful of toast

noun a repeated biting or gnawing of something. the dog was enjoying a quiet chew of his bone
43 Children noun a young human being below the age of puberty or below the legal age of majority. she'd been playing tennis since she was a child

44 Chorus noun a large organized group of singers, especially one which performs with an 
orchestra or opera company.

he has words of praise for the RSNO Chorus

verb (of a group of people) say the same thing at the same time. ‘Morning, Sister,’ the nurses chorused



45 Clown noun a comic entertainer, especially one in a circus, wearing a traditional costume and 
exaggerated make-up.

a circus clown

verb behave in a comical or playful way. Harvey clowned around pretending to be a dog
46 Combination noun a joining or merging of different parts or qualities in which the component 

elements are individually distinct.
a magnificent combination of drama, dance, and music

47 Complaint noun a statement that something is unsatisfactory or unacceptable. I intend to make an official complaint
48 Conductor noun a person who directs the performance of an orchestra or choir. he was appointed principal conductor of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra

49 Constable noun the governor of a royal castle. he was selected as a constable
50 Coriander noun an aromatic Mediterranean plant of the parsley family, the leaves and seeds of 

which are used as culinary herbs.
51 Counter noun a long flat-topped fitment across which business is conducted in a shop or bank or 

refreshments are served in a cafeteria.
a ticket counter

52 Credit noun the ability of a customer to obtain goods or services before payment, based on the 
trust that payment will be made in the future.

I've got unlimited credit

verb add (an amount of money) to an account. this deferred tax can be credited to the profit and loss account
53 Cucumber noun a long, green-skinned fruit with watery flesh, usually eaten raw in salads or pickled. a fresh cucumber

54 Currency noun a system of money in general use in a particular country. the dollar was a strong currency
55 Curtain noun a piece of material suspended at the top to form a screen, typically movable 

sideways along a rail and found as one of a pair at a window.
she drew the curtains and lit the fire

verb provide with a curtain or curtains is it OK if we only curtain the lower windows?
56 Dairy noun a building or room for the processing, storage, and distribution of milk and milk 

products.
a milk dairy

adjective containing or made from milk. local dairy foods
57 Deliver verb bring and hand over (a letter, parcel, or goods) to the proper recipient or address the products should be delivered on time

58 Depot noun a place for the storage of large quantities of equipment, food, or goods. an arms depot
59 Desert verb abandon (a person, cause, or organization) in a way considered disloyal or 

treacherous.
we feel our public representatives have deserted us

60 Destroy verb end the existence of (something) by damaging or attacking it. the room had been destroyed by fire
61 Detergent noun a water-soluble cleansing agent which combines with impurities and dirt to make 

them more soluble, and differs from soap in not forming a scum with the salts in 
hard water.

liquid detergents

adjective relating to detergents or their action. staining that resists detergent action
62 Dictionary noun a book or electronic resource that lists the words of a language (typically in 

alphabetical order) and gives their meaning, or gives the equivalent words in a 
different language, often also providing information about pronunciation, origin, 
and usage.

I'll look up 'love' in the dictionary

63 Difficult adjective needing much effort or skill to accomplish, deal with, or understand. she had a difficult decision to make
64 Dimple noun a small depression in the flesh, either one that exists permanently or one that 

forms in the cheeks when one smiles.
verb produce a dimple or dimples in the surface of.  rain began to fall, dimpling the water

65 Disposable adjective (of an article) intended to be thrown away after use. disposable nappies
noun an article designed to be thrown away after use. don't buy disposables, such as cups and plates



66 Ditto noun the same thing again (used in lists and accounts and often indicated by a ditto 
mark under the word or figure to be repeated).

67 Elementary adjective relating to the basic elements of a subject. an elementary astronomy course
68 Emperor noun a sovereign ruler of an empire. he became emperor in 1930
69 Engage verb occupy or attract (someone's interest or attention). he ploughed on, trying to outline his plans and engage Sutton's attention

70 Engine noun a machine with moving parts that converts power into motion. the roar of a car engine
71 Equipment noun the necessary items for a particular purpose. suppliers of office equipment
72 Examination noun a formal test of a person's knowledge or proficiency in a subject or skill. he scraped through the examinations at the end of his first year
73 Excellent adjective extremely good; outstanding. the lorry was in excellent condition

exclamation used to indicate approval or pleasure. ‘What a lovely idea! Excellent!’
74 Except preposition not including; other than. they work every day except Sunday

conjunction used before a statement that forms an exception to one just made. I didn't tell him anything, except that I needed the money
verb specify as excluded from a category or group. five classes of advertisement are excepted from control

75 Familiar adjective well known from long or close association. their faces will be familiar to many of you
noun a demon supposedly attending and obeying a witch, often said to assume the form 

of an animal.
 her familiars were her two little griffons that nested in her skirts

76 Fashion noun a popular or the latest style of clothing, hair, decoration, or behaviour. the latest Parisian fashions
verb make into a particular form. the bottles were fashioned from green glass

77 Festoon noun a chain or garland of flowers, leaves, or ribbons, hung in a curve as a decoration.

verb adorn (a place) with chains, garlands, or other decorations. the staffroom was festooned with balloons and streamers
78 Foam noun a mass of small bubbles formed on or in liquid, typically by agitation or 

fermentation.
a beer with a thick head of foam

79 Fungus noun any of a group of spore-producing organisms feeding on organic matter, including 
moulds, yeast, mushrooms, and toadstools.

truffles are fungi but not mushrooms

80 Garment noun an item of clothing. a windproof outer garment
81 Glossary noun an alphabetical list of words relating to a specific subject, text, or dialect, with 

explanations; a brief dictionary
a glossary of Inuktitut words

82 Governor noun an official appointed to govern a town or region.
83 Grateful adjective feeling or showing an appreciation for something done or received. I'm grateful to you for all your help
84 Grocery noun a grocer's shop or business. items of food sold in a grocery or supermarket.
85 Guava noun an edible, pale orange tropical fruit with pink juicy flesh and a strong sweet aroma.

86 Guess verb estimate or conclude (something) without sufficient information to be sure of 
being correct.

she guessed the child's age at 14 or 15

noun an estimate or conclusion formed by guessing. my guess is that within a year we will have a referendum
87 Guitar noun a stringed musical instrument, with a fretted fingerboard, typically incurved sides, 

and six or twelve strings, played by plucking or strumming with the fingers or a 
plectrum.

88 Hatch noun the rear door of a hatchback car. a spare wheel mounted on the rear hatch
verb (of an egg) open and produce a young animal. eggs need to be put in a warm place to hatch

89 Headache noun a continuous pain in the head. I've got a splitting headache
90 Headphones noun a pair of earphones joined by a band placed over the head, for listening to audio 

signals such as music or speech.
I sloshed along the shore listening to Mozart on my headphones



91 Hiccup noun an involuntary spasm of the diaphragm and respiratory organs, with a sudden 
closure of the glottis and a characteristic gulping sound.

then she got hiccups

verb have an attack of hiccups or a single hiccup. they lay about hiccuping and giggling
92 Impossible adjective not able to occur, exist, or be done. a seemingly impossible task
93 Innocent adjective not guilty of a crime or offence the prisoners were later found innocent

verb a pure, guileless, or naive person. a young innocent abroad
94 Institution noun an organization founded for a religious, educational, professional, or social 

purpose.
an academic institution

95 Intelligent adjective having or showing intelligence, especially of a high level. Anna is intelligent and hard-working
96 Interior adjective situated on or relating to the inside of something; inner. the interior lighting is not adequate

noun the inland part of a country or region. the plains of the interior
97 Jester noun a professional joker or ‘fool’ at a medieval court, typically wearing a cap with bells 

on it and carrying a mock sceptre.
98 Judge noun a public officer appointed to decide cases in a law court. he is due to appear before a judge and jury on Monday

verb form an opinion or conclusion about. a production can be judged according to the canons of aesthetic criticism

99 Jury noun a body of people (typically twelve in number) sworn to give a verdict in a legal case 
on the basis of evidence submitted to them in court.

the jury returned unanimous guilty verdicts

verb judge (an art or craft exhibition or exhibit). the exhibition was juried by a nationally acclaimed artist
100 Kangaroo noun a large plant-eating marsupial with a long powerful tail and strongly developed 

hindlimbs that enable it to travel by leaping, found only in Australia and New 
Guinea.

The kangaroo is a marsupial from the family Macropodidae

101 Knee noun the joint between the thigh and the lower leg in humans.
verb hit (someone) with one's knee. she kneed him in the groin

102 Knock verb strike a surface noisily to attract attention, especially when waiting to be let in 
through a door.

he strolled over and knocked on a door marked Enquiries

noun a blow or collision. the casing is tough enough to withstand knocks
103 Laundry noun clothes and linen that need to be washed or that have been newly washed she went outside to hang some laundry on the line

104 Leopard noun a large solitary cat that has a fawn or brown coat with black spots, native to the 
forests of Africa and southern Asia

The leopard (Panthera pardus) is one of the five extant species in the genus 
Panthera,

105 Luggage noun suitcases or other bags in which to pack personal belongings for travelling. upon landing, we waited and waited for our luggage

106 Manager noun a person responsible for controlling or administering an organization or group of 
staff.

the manager of a bar

107 Margin noun the edge or border of something. the eastern margin of the Indian Ocean
verb deposit an amount of money with a broker as security for (an account or 

transaction).
new contracts are margined with the winnings of previously held contracts

108 Medicine noun the science or practice of the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease (in 
technical use often taken to exclude surgery).

he made distinguished contributions to pathology and medicine

109 Merchant noun a person or company involved in wholesale trade, especially one dealing with 
foreign countries or supplying goods to a particular trade.

a builders' merchant

adjective (in historical contexts) relating to merchants or commerce. the growth of the merchant classes
110 Message noun a verbal, written, or recorded communication sent to or left for a recipient who 

cannot be contacted directly.
if I'm not there leave a message on the answerphone

verb send a message to (someone), especially by email. I was messaged by a Californian contact for some information



111 Million number the number equivalent to the product of a thousand and a thousand; 1,000,000 or 
106.

a million people will benefit

112 Mimicry noun the action or skill of imitating someone or something, especially in order to 
entertain or ridicule.

the word was spoken with gently teasing mimicry

113 Mountain noun a large natural elevation of the earth's surface rising abruptly from the 
surrounding level; a large steep hill.

we set off down the mountain

114 Mystery noun something that is difficult or impossible to understand or explain. the mysteries of outer space
115 Narrow adjective of small width in relation to length. he made his way down the narrow road

verb become or make less wide. the road narrowed and crossed an old bridge
noun vigorously support or defend the cause of. there was a car ferry across the narrows of Loch Long

116 Opinion noun a view or judgement formed about something, not necessarily based on fact or 
knowledge.

that, in my opinion, is right

117 Opposite adjective completely different; of a contrary kind. a word that is opposite in meaning to another
noun a person or thing that is totally different from or the reverse of someone or 

something else.
we were opposites in temperament

adverb in a position facing a specified or implied subject. she was sitting almost opposite
preposition in a position on the other side of a specific area from; facing. they sat opposite one another

118 Pledge noun a solemn promise or undertaking. the conference ended with a joint pledge to limit pollution
verb give as security on a loan. the creditor to whom the land is pledged

119 Population noun all the inhabitants of a particular place. the island has a population of about 78,000
120 Pronounce verb make the sound of (a word or part of a word) in the correct or a particular way. Gerry pronounced the hero's name ‘Cahoolin’

121 Propose verb put forward (a plan or suggestion) for consideration by others. he proposed a new nine-point peace plan
122 Pulley noun a wheel with a grooved rim around which a cord passes, which acts to change the 

direction of a force applied to the cord and is used to raise heavy weights.

verb hoist with a pulley. the tree house was built on the ground and pulleyed into the branches

123 Question noun a sentence worded or expressed so as to elicit information. we hope this leaflet has been helpful in answering your questions
verb ask (someone) questions, especially in an official context. four men were being questioned about the killings

124 Quiz noun a test of knowledge, especially as a competition between individuals or teams as a 
form of entertainment.

a sports quiz

verb ask (someone) questions four men have been quizzed about the murder
125 Receipt noun the action of receiving something or the fact of its being received. I would be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter

verb mark (a bill) as paid. one copy can be receipted and returned to you
126 Rectangle noun  a plane figure with four straight sides and four right angles, especially one with 

unequal adjacent sides, in contrast to a square.
127 Repetition noun the action of repeating something that has already been said or written her comments are worthy of repetition
128 Restauramt noun a place where people pay to sit and eat meals that are cooked and served on the 

premises.
a meat restaurant

129 Saddle noun a low part of a ridge between two higher points or peaks. follow the road which goes across the saddle between two tors
verb burden (someone) with an onerous responsibility or task he's saddled with debts of $12 million

130 Satellite noun an artificial body placed in orbit round the earth or moon or another planet in 
order to collect information or for communication.

a communications satellite



131 Science noun the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the 
structure and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and 
experiment.

the world of science and technology

132 Scramble verb make one's way quickly or awkwardly up a steep gradient or over rough ground by 
using one's hands as well as one's feet

we scrambled over the damp boulders

noun a difficult or hurried clamber up or over something. an undignified scramble over the wall
133 Screw noun a short, slender, sharp-pointed metal pin with a raised helical thread running 

round it and a slotted head, used to join things together by being rotated so that it 
pierces wood or other material and is held tightly in place.

verb fasten or tighten with a screw or screws. screw the hinge to your new door
134 Shoulder noun the upper joint of each of a person's arms and the part of the body between this 

and the neck.
I was carrying a bag over my shoulder

verb put (something heavy) over one's shoulder or shoulders to carry. we shouldered our crippling backpacks and set off slowly up the hill
135 Signal noun a gesture, action, or sound that is used to convey information or instructions, 

typically by prearrangement between the parties concerned.
the firing of the gun was the signal for a chain of beacons to be lit

verb convey information or instructions by means of a gesture, action, or sound. hold your fire until I signal

136 Sneeze verb make a sudden involuntary expulsion of air from the nose and mouth due to 
irritation of one's nostrils.

the smoke made her sneeze

noun an act or the sound of sneezing. he stopped a sudden sneeze
137 Soldier noun a person who serves in an army.
138 Space noun a continuous area or expanse which is free, available, or unoccupied. a table took up much of the space

verb position (two or more items) at a distance from one another. the poles are spaced 3m apart
139 Stanza noun a group of lines forming the basic recurring metrical unit in a poem; a verse.

140 Stupid adjective having or showing a great lack of intelligence or common sense I was stupid enough to think she was perfect
noun a stupid person (often used as a term of address). you're not a coward, stupid!

141 Surface noun the outside part or uppermost layer of something. the earth's surface
adjective relating to or found on the surface of something. surface layers
verb rise or come up to the surface of the water or the ground. he surfaced from his dive

142 Tourist noun a person who is travelling or visiting a place for pleasure. the pyramids have drawn tourists to Egypt
143 Trouble noun difficulty or problems. I had trouble finding somewhere to park

verb cause distress or anxiety to. he was not troubled by doubts
144 Udder noun 1. the mammary gland of female cattle, sheep, goats, horses, and related animals, 

having two or more teats and hanging between the hind legs of the animal.

145 Umpire noun (in some sports) an official who watches a game or match closely to enforce the 
rules and arbitrate on matters arising from the play.

verb act as an umpire in a game or match. he could be seen regularly umpiring for the club
146 Villian noun a character in a story or play who opposes the hero.

Difficult
1 Achievement noun a thing done successfully with effort, skill, or courage. to reach this stage is a great achievement
2 Additional adjective added, extra, or supplementary to what is already present or available. we require additional information



3 Admonish verb warn or reprimand someone firmly. she admonished me for appearing at breakfast unshaven
4 Alligator noun a large semiaquatic reptile similar to a crocodile but with a broader and shorter 

head, native to the Americas and China.
the skin of the alligator

5 Almanac noun an annual calendar containing important dates and statistical information such as 
astronomical data and tide tables.

an almanac calender

6 Amendment noun an article added to the US Constitution. the First Amendment
7 Anthropologist noun an expert in or student of anthropology. 1. some anthropologists think that members of hunting and gathering societies 

tend to have more leisure
8 Anthropology noun the study of human societies and cultures and their development. the study of human biological and physiological characteristics and their 

evolution.
9 Appetite noun a natural desire to satisfy a bodily need, especially for food. he has a healthy appetite

10 Applause noun approval or praise expressed by clapping. they gave him a round of applause
11 Aquarium noun a transparent tank of water in which live fish and other water creatures and plants 

are kept.
an aquarium is cheaper

12 Artificial adjective made or produced by human beings rather than occurring naturally, especially as a 
copy of something natural

her skin glowed in the artificial light

13 Astrologist noun someone who predicts the future by the positions of the planets and sun and 
Moon.

he is an astrologist

14 Audience noun the assembled spectators or listeners at a public event such as a play, film, 
concert, or meeting.

he asked for questions from members of the audience

15 Auditorium noun the part of a theatre, concert hall, or other public building in which the audience 
sits.

the stage was small and the auditorium had only 366 seats

16 Autonomous adjective (of a country or region) having the freedom to govern itself or control its own 
affairs.

the federation included sixteen autonomous republics

17 Avenue noun a broad road in a town or city, typically having trees at regular intervals along its 
sides.

tree-lined avenues surround the hotel

18 Awesome adjective extremely impressive or daunting; inspiring awe. the awesome power of the atomic bomb
adverb extremely well; excellently. my yearly review went awesome

19 Bouquet noun the characteristic scent of a wine or perfume. the aperitif has a faint bouquet of almonds
noun an attractively arranged bunch of flowers, especially one presented as a gift or 

carried at a ceremony.
a flower boquet

20 Brochure noun a small book or magazine containing pictures and information about a product or 
service.

a holiday brochure

21 Buffet noun a meal consisting of several dishes from which guests serve themselves. a cold buffet lunch
22 Calculate verb determine (the amount or number of something) mathematically. the program can calculate the number of words that will fit in the space available

23 Cashew noun an edible kidney-shaped nut, rich in oil and protein, which is roasted and shelled 
before it can be eaten. Oil extracted from the shells is used as a lubricant, in the 
production of plastics, etc.

a cashew nut

24 Cashier noun a person handling payments and receipts in a shop, bank, or business. he is a cashier
25 Category noun a class or division of people or things regarded as having particular shared 

characteristics.
the various categories of research

26 Celebrity noun a famous person, especially in entertainment or sport. he became a sporting celebrity
27 Chandlier noun a large, decorative hanging light with branches for several light bulbs or candles. he hung a chandlier on the top floor



28 Cinnamon noun an aromatic spice made from the peeled, dried, and rolled bark of a SE Asian tree. a teaspoon of ground cinnamon

29 Circumstance noun a fact or condition connected with or relevant to an event or action. we wanted to marry but circumstances didn't permit
30 Colossus noun a statue that is much bigger than life size. two statues known as the Colossi of Memnon
31 Competitive adjective relating to or characterized by competition. a competitive sport
32 Compromise noun an agreement or settlement of a dispute that is reached by each side making 

concessions.
eventually they reached a compromise

verb settle a dispute by mutual concession. in the end we compromised and deferred the issue
33 Constitution noun a body of fundamental principles or established precedents according to which a 

state or other organization is acknowledged to be governed.
Britain lacks a codified constitution

34 Coupon noun a voucher entitling the holder to a discount off a particular product. he got free coupons
verb (of a consumer) collect and use coupons or vouchers offering discounts on goods 

or services.
she couponed and budgeted to feed her family of six

35 Courageous adjective not deterred by danger or pain; brave. her courageous human rights work
36 Courtesy adjective polite, respectful, or considerate in manner. she was courteous and obliging to all
37 Cousin noun a person in one's wider extended family, to whom one is not closely related. she's a distant cousin

38 Curious adjective eager to know or learn something. I began to be curious about the whereabouts of the bride and groom
39 Debris noun scattered pieces of rubbish or remains. workmen were clearing the roads of the debris from shattered buildings

40 Delicious adjective highly pleasant to the taste. delicious home-baked brown bread
41 Descend verb move or fall downwards. the aircraft began to descend
42 Description noun a spoken or written account of a person, object, or event. people who had seen him were able to give a description
43 Dialogue noun a conversation between two or more people as a feature of a book, play, or film. the book consisted of a series of dialogues

verb "the book consisted of a series of dialogues" he stated that he wasn't going to dialogue with the guerrillas
44 Dictation noun the action of dictating words to be typed, written down, or recorded on tape the dictation of letters

45 Dinosaur noun a fossil reptile of the Mesozoic era, in many species reaching an enormous size. a big dinosaur

46 Discipline noun a branch of knowledge, typically one studied in higher education. sociology is a fairly new discipline
verb train (someone) to obey rules or a code of behaviour, using punishment to correct 

disobedience.
many parents have been afraid to discipline their children

47 Dough noun a thick, malleable mixture of flour and liquid, used for baking into bread or pastry. add water to the flour and mix to a manageable dough

48 Drainage noun the action or process of draining something. the pot must have holes in the base for good drainage
49 Dwarf noun (in folklore or fantasy literature) a member of a mythical race of short, stocky 

humanlike creatures who are generally skilled in mining and metalworking.

adjective denoting something, especially an animal or plant, that is much smaller than the 
usual size for its type or species.

a dwarf conifer

verb cause to seem small or insignificant in comparison. the buildings surround and dwarf All Saints church
50 Economics noun the condition of a region or group as regards material prosperity.  he is responsible for the island's modest economics
51 Eloquent adjective fluent or persuasive in speaking or writing. an eloquent speech
52 Emphatic adjective expressing something forcibly and clearly. the children were emphatic that they would like to repeat the experience



noun  an emphatic consonant. it is a emphatic one
53 Emporium noun a large retail store selling a wide variety of goods. an emporium is near our house
54 Endorse verb declare one's public approval or support of the report was endorsed by the college
55 Enumerate verb mention (a number of things) one by one. there is not space to enumerate all his works
56 Eucalyptus noun a fast-growing evergreen Australasian tree that has been widely introduced 

elsewhere. It is valued for its timber, oil, gum, resin, and as an ornamental tree.

57 Excursion noun a short journey or trip, especially one taken as a leisure activity. an excursion to London Zoo
58 Extraordinary adjective very unusual or remarkable. the extraordinary plumage of the male

noun an item in a company's accounts not arising from its normal activities. extordinary work
59 Feign verb pretend to be affected by (a feeling, state, or injury). she feigned nervousness
60 Feud noun a prolonged and bitter quarrel or dispute. his long-standing feud with Universal Pictures

verb be engaged in a prolonged and bitter quarrel or dispute. Hoover feuded with the CIA for decades
61 Foe noun an enemy or opponent. his work was praised by friends and foes alike
62 Foreign adjective of, from, in, or characteristic of a country or language other than one's own. foreign currency

63 Genuine adjective truly what something is said to  be,authenticate genuine 24-carat gold
64 Glacier noun a slowly moving mass or river of ice formed by the accumulation and compaction 

of snow on mountains or near the poles.
A glacier is like a river of ice

65 Glutton noun an excessively greedy eater.  What a glutton – he ate a whole pizza by himself.
66 Gymnastics noun other physical or mental agility of a specified kind. these vocal gymnastics make the music unforgettable
67 Harmonious adjective tuneful; not discordant. harmonious music
68 Hostage noun a person seized or held as security for the fulfilment of a condition. three hostages were released but only after their families paid an estimated 

$200,000 to the guerrillas
69 Inaugural adjective marking the beginning of an institution, activity, or period of office. his inaugural concert as Music Director
70 Indecisive adjective not providing a clear and definite result. an indecisive battle
71 Infrastructure noun the basic physical and organizational structures and facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, 

power supplies) needed for the operation of a society or enterprise.
the social and economic infrastructure of a country

72 Ingenious adjective (of a person) clever, original, and inventive. he was ingenious enough to overcome the limited budget
73 Jewellery noun personal ornaments, such as necklaces, rings, or bracelets, that are typically made 

from or contain jewels and precious metal.
she had silver hair and chunky gold jewellery

74 Juggler noun an entertainer who continuously tosses into the air and catches a number of 
objects so as to keep at least one in the air while handling the others.

a circus juggler

75 Laureate noun a person who is honoured with an award for outstanding creative or intellectual 
achievement.

a Nobel laureate

76 Luminous adjective giving off light; bright or shining. the luminous dial on his watch
77 Magazine noun a periodical publication containing articles and illustrations, often on a particular 

subject or aimed at a particular readership.
a women's weekly magazine

78 Magnificient adjective extremely beautiful, elaborate, or impressive. a dramatic landscape of magnificent mountains
79 Mesmerize verb capture the complete attention of (someone); transfix they were mesmerized by his story
80 Mosque noun a Muslim place of worship. ther is a mosque over there
81 Museum noun a building in which objects of historical, scientific, artistic, or cultural interest are 

stored and exhibited.
the Museum of Modern Art

82 Negotiate verb obtain or bring about by discussion. he negotiated a new contract with the sellers



83 Nephew noun a son of one's brother or sister he is my nephew
84 Nuisance noun a person or thing causing inconvenience or annoyance. it's a nuisance having all those people clomping through the house
85 Oasis noun a fertile spot in a desert, where water is found. a country of oases and burning desert sands
86 Oath noun a solemn promise, often invoking a divine witness, regarding one's future action or 

behaviour.
they took an oath of allegiance to the king

87 Obedient adjective complying or willing to comply with an order or request; submissive to another's 
authority.

a docile and obedient dog

88 Obstacle noun a thing that blocks one's way or prevents or hinders progress the major obstacle to achieving that goal is money
89 Orchestra noun a group of instrumentalists, especially one combining string, woodwind, brass, and 

percussion sections and playing classical music.
90 Orchid noun a plant with complex flowers that are often showy or bizarrely shaped, having a 

large specialized lip (labellum) and frequently a spur. Orchids occur worldwide, 
especially as epiphytes in tropical forests, and are valuable hothouse plants.

the flowering stem of a cultivated orchid.

91 Orthopaedic adjective relating to the branch of medicine dealing with the correction of deformities of 
bones or muscles.

an orthopaedic surgeon

92 Peon noun (in South and SE Asia) a low-ranking worker such as an attendant, orderly, or 
assistant.

the elder son is a peon at a nearby school

93 Philosopher noun a person engaged or learned in philosophy, especially as an academic discipline. he is a philosopher

94 Psychology noun the mental characteristics or attitude of a person or group. the psychology of child-killers
95 Punctuation noun the marks, such as full stop, comma, and brackets, used in writing to separate 

sentences and their elements and to clarify meaning.
you will notice that no punctuation is used

96 Queue noun a line or sequence of people or vehicles awaiting their turn to be attended to or to 
proceed.

it is a long queue

verb take one's place in a queue. in the war they had queued for food
97 Quota noun a fixed share of something that a person or group is entitled to receive or is bound 

to contribute.
the county is falling short of its quota of blood donations

98 Renowned adjective known or talked about by many people; famous. Britain is renowned for its love of animals
99 Routine noun a sequence of actions regularly followed. I settled down into a routine of work and sleep

adjective performed as part of a regular procedure rather than for a special reason. the Ministry insisted that this was just a routine annual drill

verb organize according to a routine. all had been routined with smoothness
100 Scenery noun the natural features of a landscape considered in terms of their appearance, 

especially when picturesque.
spectacular views of mountain scenery

101 Spinster noun 1. an unmarried woman, typically an older woman beyond the usual age for 
marriage.

What is the age of spinster?

102 Studious adjective spending a lot of time studying or reading. he was quiet and studious
103 Technique noun skill or ability in a particular field. he has excellent technique
104 Ultimatum noun a final demand or statement of terms, the rejection of which will result in 

retaliation or a breakdown in relations.
their employers issued an ultimatum demanding an immediate return to work

105 Valedictory adjective serving as a farewell. a valedictory wave
noun a farewell address. this book of memoirs reads like his valedictory

106 Visualize verb form a mental image of; imagine. it is not easy to visualize the future
107 Voyage noun a long journey involving travel by sea or in space. his voyage to America



108 Yolk noun the yellow internal part of a bird's egg, which is surrounded by the white, is rich in 
protein and fat, and nourishes the developing embryo.

two yolks

109 Chemistry noun the scientific study of the structure of substances, how they react when combined 
or in contact with one another, and how they behave under different conditions

He did physics and chemistry at university.

110 Concentrate VERB to give all your attention to something and not think about anything else I can't concentrate with all that noise going on.

111 Correction NOUN correction (to something) a change that makes something more accurate than it 
was before

Make any necessary corrections before the text is printed.

112 Denominator NOUN the number below the line in a fraction showing how many parts the whole is 
divided into, for example 4 in ¾

IN 7/8- 8 is denominator

113 Ego NOUN your sense of your own value and importance He has the biggest ego of anyone I've ever met.
114 Expenditure NOUN the act of spending or using money; an amount of money spent Make sure you have enough in the current account to meet expenditure.

115 Florist NOUN a person who owns or works in a shop that sells flowers and plants I've ordered some flowers from the florist's.
116 Fossil NOUN the parts of a dead animal or a plant that have become hard and turned into rock fossils over two million years old

117 Squirrel NOUN a small animal with a long, thick tail and red, grey or black fur. Squirrels eat nuts 
and live in trees.

A Squirrel has a bushy tail

118 Supervisor NOUN a person who supervises somebody/something All work is done under the guidance of a supervisor
119 Syllable NOUN any of the units into which a word is divided, containing a vowel sound and usually 

one or more consonants
a two-syllable word

120 Thermometer NOUN an instrument used for measuring the temperature of the air, a person’s body, etc. If the thermometer reads 98.6°F, then you don't have a fever.

121 Tortoise NOUN a reptile with a hard round shell, that lives on land and moves very slowly. It can 
pull its head and legs into its shell.

Tortoise lives in water and on the land.

122 Giraffe NOUN a tall African animal with a very long neck, long legs, and dark marks on its coat Giraffe has a long neck

123 Whistle NOUN a small metal or plastic tube that you blow to make a loud, high sound, used to 
attract attention or as a signal

The referee finally blew the whistle to stop the game.

124 Hippopotamus NOUN a large heavy African animal with thick dark skin and short legs that lives in rivers 
and lakes

Hippopotamus likes to spend in water

125 Hyphen NOUN the mark (- ) used to join two words together to make a new one, as in back-up , to 
show that a word has been divided between the end of one line and the beginning 
of the next, or to show that something is missing (as in short- and long-term)

Is there a hyphen in post-mortem?

126 Independence NOUN independence (from somebody/something) (of a country) freedom from political 
control by other countries

India won independence in 1947

127 Jealous adjective feeling angry or unhappy because somebody you like or love is showing interest in 
somebody else

He's only talking to her to make you jealous.

128 Institute NOUN an organization that has a particular purpose, especially one that is connected with 
education or a particular profession; the building used by this organization

He is a key figure in the Institute of Mathematics.

129 Kerchief NOUN a square piece of cloth worn on the head or around the neck The dancers hold a kerchief  in each hand and swing them as they dance.



130 Knowledge NOUN the information, understanding and skills that you gain through education or 
experience

They enjoy sharing their knowledge of the business.

131 Laboratory NOUN a room or building used for scientific research, experiments, testing, etc. We have a tinkering laboratory

132 Literature NOUN pieces of writing that are valued as works of art, especially novels, plays and 
poems (in contrast to technical books and newspapers, magazines, etc.)

For most people, the desire to study literature begins with a love of reading.

133 Medow NOUN a field covered in grass, used especially for hay Water meadows were constructed along the river valleys.
134 Melodious adjective pleasant to listen to, like music That voice can be exceedingly melodious  
135 Microscope noun an instrument used in scientific study for making very small things look larger so 

that you can examine them carefully
an instrument used in scientific study for making very small things look larger so 
that you can examine them carefully

136 Niece noun the daughter of your brother or sister; the daughter of your husband’s or wife’s 
brother or sister

I bought my niece one of those toy dogs on wheels.

137 Pollution noun damage caused to water, air, etc. by harmful substances or waste: Car exhaust is the main reason for the city's pollution.
138 Protein noun a substance, found within all living things, that forms the structure of muscles, 

organs, etc. There are many different proteins and they are an essential part of 
what humans and animals eat to help them grow and stay healthy.

Peas, beans and lentils are a good source of vegetable protein.

139 Reservoir noun a natural or artificial lake where water is stored before it is taken by pipes to 
houses, etc.

They got up early and went for a swim in the reservoir.

140 Rough adjective having a surface that is not even or regular The skin on her hands was hard and rough.
141 Scissors noun a tool for cutting paper or cloth, that has two sharp blades (= cutting edges) with 

handles, joined together in the middle
Don't use these scissors to cut paper or card.

142 Season noun any of the four main periods of the year: spring, summer, autumn and winter Autumn is my favourite season.

143 Scoroion noun a small creature like an insect with eight legs, two front claws (= curved and 
pointed arms) and a long tail that curves over its back and can give a 
poisonous sting. Scorpions live in hot countries.

Being stung by a scorpion is extremely dangerous.


